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Description

Attribute (computing)
A specification that describes a property of an object,

element, or file is known as an attribute. It can also refer to or
set the value of a specific instance of such. For clarity, attributes
should be regarded metadata rather than attributes. A frequent
and widely used attribute is a property of a property. However,
depending on the technology in question, the terms attribute
and property are frequently used interchangeably. An object's
attribute normally consists of a name and a value; an element's
attribute usually consists of a type or class name; and a file's
attribute usually consists of a name and extension. Each named
attribute has its own set of operations: you can't sum characters
or edit and process an integer array as an image object, and you
can't process text as an image object type floating point
(decimal numbers).

As a result, data typing can be used to extend an object
definition: a representation format, a default value, legal
operations (rules), and restrictions ("Division by zero is not to be
tolerated!") are all potentially involved in defining an attribute,
or conversely, may be referred to as attributes of that object's
type. A JPEG file is not decoded using the same procedures as a
PNG or BMP file (although similar they may be-these are all
graphical data formats), and a PNG or BMP file is not decoded
using the same procedures as a JPEG file. The principles for
typed large integers are applied to floating point typed numbers.

Attribute Usage
If the element in question is a property (Customer Name) of

another entity (let's say CUSTOMER), it can have zero or more
characteristics (properties) of its own. Is of Type="Kind of text").

Attributes are metadata associated to a field or a block of
code like assemblies, members, and types in the C#
programming language, and are analogous to annotations in
Java. Attributes can be accessed by the compiler as well as
programmatically via reflection.

Many examples of characteristics being utilized to solve cross-
cutting concerns and other mechanical or platform uses are seen

by language users. This gives the misleading impression that this
is their only intention.

Their specific use as metadata is left to the developer and can
cover a wide range of types of information about any given
application, classes and members that is not instance-specific.
The developer has complete control over whether or not to
expose each given attribute as a property, as well as whether or
not to use them as part of a wider application framework.

Attributes are implemented in the form of System-derived
classes. Attribute is a term used to describe anything. They are
often used by the CLR services, like COM interoperability,
remoting and serialisation and can be queried at runtime.

Multi-Valued Databases
Tables are files, rows are items, and columns are attributes in

many post-relational or multi-valued database systems. Both in
the database and code, attribute is synonymous with property
and variable although attributes can be further defined to
contain values and subvalues.

The Pick operating system was the first of these databases.
Rocket U2's Universe and InterSystems Cache are two active
platforms.

XML
A markup construct consisting of a name/value combination

that resides within a start-tag or empty-element tag is known as
an attribute in XML. Attributes are used in markup languages like
HTML and XML to describe data and data presentation. Further
information: HTML attributes

The process of assigning values to properties in XML is a good
example (elements). The value of the element is found before
the (separate) end tag, rather than in the element itself. A
number of characteristics can be placed on the element itself
(Name="IAMA property").If the element in question could be
considered a property (Customer_Name) of another entity (Let's
imagine the element is called customer, and it has zero or more
attributes (properties) of its own (customer name has the Type
"Kind of text").
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